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Abstract: To characterize SRM, the motor needs to be tested on a static 

test rig and certain performers indicators evaluated. In this study, the thrust 

with time from the SRM was acquired via a Digital Acquisition (DAQ) 

System and saved in Microsoft Excel
®
 format(.csv). These thrust and time 

of the tested motor were then imported into MATLAB
®
 for the purpose of 

computing burn time, maximum thrust, average thrust, total impulse, 

specific impulse and chamber pressure of the motor. The specific impulse 

and combustion chamber pressure for the SRM were computed in a novel 

approach which we call Pseudo-numerical approach (combination of 

experimental result with numerical computation). In this approach, first, we 

modelled the depleting propellant mass in the combustion chamber with a 

novel mathematical expression. This novel expression was then used in 

computing specific impulse of the SRM. Second, the total surface area of 

the propellant grain was modelled as a hollow cylinder with depleting 

dynamics during motor operation, in a similar manner with the propellant 

mass. Third, multiplying the reciprocal of the propellant grain surface area 

with the experimental force gave use the pseudo-numerically computed 

chamber pressure. The pressure trend of the SRM obtained was also 

compared to those in well-established literature, thus, the pseudo-numerical 

approach put forward proves to be effective.  
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Introduction 

The most widely used propulsion systems for 

applications that requires high thrust to weight ratio for 

relatively short intervals of time is the Solid rocket 

motors (Abdel et al., 2015). The word ‘solid’ in SRM 

connotes that the propellant used for the rocket motor is 

of the solid-state type. 

A solid rocket motor is a rocket motor that uses a 

solid mixture of chemicals as its propellant. The Nozzle 

part of motor is responsible for thrust generation and 

experiences high amount of temperature and pressure 

changes during the motor operation. Both propellant and 

nozzle is crucial in the design and construction of rocket 

motor (Turner, 2006). A lot of work has been done on 

the pressure of SRM but none addresses the possibility 

of combining experimental thrust with numerical means 

of determining combustion chamber pressure. This 

method proposed in this study has the advantage of 

reducing the cost of experimental technique that will 

require extra sensors to characterize SRMs.  

In this study, we will show by example how test 

result from SRM static test rig is used to determine 

certain performance criteria of the motor which will aid 

in the design of the rocket as a whole. Also, unveil the 

so-called novel pseudo-numerical means of determining 

chamber pressure. The experimental set-up to determine 

thrust for SEM consists basically of a load cell, analogue 

to digital converter and a Digital Acquisition system 

(DAQ) with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) installed 

on a laptop (Aliyu et al., 2015). 

Analyzing Experimental Results 

The DAQ system in the experimental set-up for thrust 

of SRM has a GUI wizard which when installed and 

calibrated properly will show graphically the thrust with 

time profile on the laptop. A better option to view this 

graph of thrust with time is to export these results into a 

.csv file from the DAQ wizard and re-plot the graph in a 

computational software like MATLAB. This option 

gives us the flexibility to call this type of file in 
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MATLAB working environment and do other 

computations with ease aside giving a better plot than 

what the DAQ GUI. The .csv file for the time thrust data 

in this study was saved with the name Test_080518, after 

placing this file in working directory, the following code 

was used to load it into MATLAB working environment: 

 

x = load ('Test_080518.csv') 

 

Next, is to designate variables that will correspond to 

force and time associated with the x above as follows: 

 

t = x(:,1) 

f = x(:,2) 

 

Now, to plot the result exactly as it was captured in 

the WinDaQ window for comparison with what 

MATLAB
® 

will produce is very necessary before any 

computation. The main reason for this is to ensure that 

the data imported into MATLAB
®
 has not been distorted 

in any form. To this plotting, we simply used the 

command as plot(t,f) and it gave us what is depicted in 

Fig. 1. After a satisfactory visual comparison with the 

time against thrust profile as given in the WinDaQ GUI, 

we then proceeded with some editing of Fig. 1. 

It is clearly seen that from Fig. 1, that there exists the 

need to zoom close to the region of activity, thus cutting-

off the regions that carries no information of use is 

necessary. From Fig. 1, we zoomed to realize Fig. 2. 

Using the following code: 

 

st = find(t == 92) 

sp = find(t == 103) 

 

Notice that in Fig. 2, the maximum point attained by 

the thrust is about 1,519N and observe very close that 

the thrust (y-axis or thrust-axis) did not begin from zero 

(it started from about 246.2N). Thus, the profile in Fig. 2 

needs to be brought to the zero point and the graduation 

on the Time axis (x-axis) needs to be re-designated to 

also start from zero. The following codes were used to 

achieve the modifications shown in Fig. 3: 

 

t1 = t(st:sp) 

f1 = f(st:sp) 

f_offset = f1(1) 

t_offset = t1(1) 

f2 = f1-f_offset 

t2 = t1-t_offset 

plot(t2,f2) 

 

All necessary anomalies in Fig. 2 were corrected to 

give Fig. 3, from it, we can now compute our burnt time, 

deduce the maximum thrust, average thrust, total 

impulse and specific impulse and combustion chamber 

pressure of the SRM. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Unaltered data imported from the WinDAQ 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Region of activity with marked out points 
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Burn Time 

Burn time is the number of seconds for which the 

motor produces thrust. This tells you how long the 

motor will keep pushing your rocket. (Burn time is 

determined by chopping off the ends of the curve when 

the thrust is below 5% of the maximum (MPDO, 2018). 

These points, 5% on both sides are depicted in Fig. 3. 

For burn time, with Fig. 3 in perspective, we deduce it 

by doing 10.03-0.74 = 9.29s. Notice that we could not 

get the data cursor of MATLAB
®
 to pick exactly on the 

thrust value of 64.23N on both sides of the curve hence, 

we have what is displayed in Fig. 3. The corresponding 

value for 64.23N on the right-hand-side of the curve is 

10.25 seconds. The data cursor of MATLAB kept 

jumping away from this value because on the .csv file 

this point does not exist. Since we are interested in just 

the time at which the curve reaches 64.23N on both 

sides we made-do with the choice depicted in Fig. 3. 

Aside, the difference between 10.25s and 10.03s is 

0.22s, this value is negligible! 

Average Thrust 

Average thrust is the average instantaneous force 

the motor produces during its burn and is measured in 

Newton (N). Note that because most thrust curves of 

SRM are not flat, most of the time the motor is not 

producing the average thrust. The average thrust tells 

you how heavy a rocket the motor can lift, although 

since different motors produce different shaped thrust 

curves, it can be misleading. We use the following code 

to compute the average thrust for this SRM test result: 

 

avg_thrust_1 = mean(f2) 

 

The average thrust obtained, is then used to compute 

thrust-to-weight as given in (1). This dimensionless 

value is used to determine design lift-off mass of rockets. 

For sounding rockets, typical values for thrust-to-weight 

ratio is within the range of 3-4 (Taylor, 2009): 

 

705.3
,

9.8

avg

w

L

Thrust
T

Weight m
= =

×

 (1) 

 

where, mL is the lift off mass of the rocket. Note, (1) 

must be greater than 1 for the rocket to lift hence, we can 

simulate for various values as depicted in Fig. 4. Hence, 

one tailor a particular sounding rocket design to attain a 

pre-determined altitude. 

From Fig. 4, the range for thrust-to-weight 1.2-3 is 

chosen as the feasibly design region based on the existing 

technology on ground in CSTP at the time of this write-

up. Tw higher than 3 will require a special composite 

material to be designed for the combustion chamber and 

airframe of the rocket such that the lift-off mass be less 

than 24 kg. While a lift-off mass of 60kg will result to a 

Tw of just 1.2, though this means the rocket will lift-off but 

might not attain a very high altitude.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Time against thrust profile of the tested SRM 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Thrust-weight ratio curve 
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Maximum Thrust 

The Maximum thrust is the maximum amount of force 
produced by the motor during its burn. Like average 
thrust, this is measured in Newton (N). Generally, there is 
a small spike near the beginning which has the highest 
thrust, although the shape of the curve varies with the 
motor design and propellant mixture. For the SRM under 
analysis in this study, the value of maximum thrust was 
computed by using the following MATLAB

®
 command: 

 
max_thrust = max(f2) 
 

Total Impulse 

Total Impulse, IT is equal to integral of thrust over the 

time of operation of the engine. This is the product of 

thrust times duration over the motor burn time and is 

measured in Newton seconds (Ns). This measures the total 

amount of momentum imparted to the rocket by the 

motor. The total impulse (along with such factors as 

rocket mass and air drag) determines how high the motor 

can propel your rocket. The impulse class is a letter code 

assigned to a range of total impulse with each letter being 

twice as powerful as the previous. A typical motor 

example is Cesaroni Pro38 266H125-12. H is the impulse 

range, 125 is the average thrust(N) and 12 seconds is the 

motor delay-from motor burnout to ejection, 266 is the 

total impulse (Ns). The motor manufacture’s name is 

Cesaroni and 38 is the motor diameter in millimeters (NAR, 

2018). Such Long delays (12 sec) are best for lighter 

rockets, which will coast upwards for a long time. Heavier 

rockets usually do better with shorter delays (typical of 

which is 3-4 seconds)-otherwise the rocket might fall back 

down to the ground during the delay time. Motors marked 

with a time delay of 0 are booster engines. They are not 

designed to activate recovery systems. They are intended 

for use as lower-stage engines in multi-stage rockets. They 

are designed to ignite the next stage engine immediately 

once their own thrust is finished. Often their labels are 

printed in a different color to help prevent you from using 

them in a typical rocket. In a multi-stage rocket, you would 

usually select a very long delay for your topmost engine. 

Letter classifications of rocket motors refer to the range of 

total impulse, not to the average or maximum thrust as 

depicted in Table 1. Hence, we computed total impulses for 

the SRM in this study using the MATLAB
®
 code: 

 
imp_tot = avg_thrust * t_b 

 

Specific Impulse 

The efficiency of a rocket is defined by specific 
impulse defined as given in (2). Specific impulse is used 

for all types of rocket (chemical, electric and for 
ramjet/scramjet) specific impulse can be considered as the 
inverse of specific consumption. The higher the specific 
impulse, the better is the rocket (Kuentzmann, 2002): 

s

o

F
I

mg
=

ɺ
 (2) 

 
where, Is is the specific impulse (s), mɺ is the mass flow 

rate ejected by the rocket (kg.s
−1

), go is the reference 

gravity (9.806 m.s
−2

). 

In literature (Atwood et al., 2013), the gas generation 

rate from the surface of the propellant during combustion 

is described by (3): 

 

p bm A rρ=ɺ ɺ  (3) 

 

where, ρg = is the propellant mass, Ab = area of the burning 

surface, rɺ  = surface regression speed or burn rate. 

From (3), we can write the following expression: 

 

 =  =   =  
p p p

b b p

p b p p p

m m m r
m A r A r r m

v A l l l

          
=      
          

ɺ
ɺ ɺ ɺ ɺ  (4) 

 

where, vp = propellant volume and lp is the length of the 

propellant grain. 

Note, the length of the propellant grain regresses 

during combustion. Meaning, not only is the grain area 

depleting but the entire volume! Hence, it could be seen 

as an entity embedded with the burn rate of the 

propellant. Hence we can re-write (4) as: 

 

p
m m r=ɺ ɺ  (5) 

 

Bear in mind that burn rate is define as” 

 
n

c
r aP=ɺ  (6)  

 

where, a is the burn rate coefficient, n is the pressure 

exponent and Pc is the combustion chamber pressure. 

The values of a and n are determined empirically for a 

particular propellant formulation and cannot be 

theoretically predicted. It is important to realize that a 

single set of a, n values are typically valid over a distinct 

pressure range. More than one set may be necessary to 

accurately represent the full pressure regime of interest 

(Davenas, 1993). This means both pressure and 

temperature are not constant in the SRM. Observe if you 

will, that mass flow rate of a fluid is established based on 

a constant volume, pressure and temperature, White 

(2002). Mathematically, for a rocket nozzle, the mass 

flowrate (Crowe, 2009) is defined as: 

 

0.65 ,c t

c

P A
m

RT
=ɺ  (7) 

 

where, R is the gas constant of the gases in the chamber 

and At is the throat area of the nozzle. 
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Table 1: SRM Classification 

Class Impulse class Category 

H 160.01 Ns to 320.01 Ns  Level 1 
I 320.01 Ns to 640.00 Ns 
J 640.01 Ns to 1,280.00 Ns Level 2 
K 1,280.01 Ns to 2,560.00 Ns 
L 2,560 Ns to 5,120.00 Ns 
M 5,120.00 Ns to 10, 240.00 Ns Level 3 
N 10,240.00 Ns to 20,480.00 Ns 
O 20,480.00 Ns to 40,960.00 Ns 

 
Both (5) and (7) will give a constant value as mass 

flow rate. This does not appeal to us. Here, we want to 
account for the rate at which the propellant mass depletes 
during the SRM operation. Hence, from (5), it can be 
said that an exponential function is being multiplied with 
the mass of the propellant. One should expect also that 
the exponential function be negative, since this will 
mean the mass of the propellant will be decreasing all 
through the burn-time. With this understanding and 
ignoring the complex effect of pressure, temperature and 
other factors, we simply model the depleting propellant 
mass (mass flow rate inside the combustion chamber) 
during combustion in a SRM as: 
 

( )
p

m m
ζδ−

=ɺ  (8)  

 
where, ζ is a constant selected based on the residual 
propellant mass in the combustion chamber after burn-
time). We then substituted the mass flow rate in (2) with 
(8) and simulation of (8) is shown in Fig. 4 and the 
following MATLAB code was used to achieve the 
required simulation: 
 
tb1 = (0:0.01: 9.29) 

tb = linspace(0,1,930) 

mp = 10.6 

figure(); hold on 

for zeta = [3 3.7 4.2] 

dec_mass=mp*exp(-zeta*tb) 

dec_m=dec_mass' 

plot(tb1,dec_m) 

grid 

end 

hold off 
 

Notice that from Fig. 4, a residue of propellant mass 

for three values of ζ is displayed. These values were 

picked randomly to match the quantity of propellant left in 

the chamber after the test. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 

5, that (8) can be used effectively to describe the mass 

flowrate of the propellant inside the chamber of SRM 

provided one knows the mass of the propellant residue 

after motor operation. Notice also that as ζ increases from 

3 to 4.2, the residual mass decreases. Hence we proceed to 

compute the specific impulse of the motor with the 

following code added to the previous ones: 

g = 9.82 

Isp_1 = t_impulse/(dec_m*g) 

 

The second approach we use to compute the specific 

impulse was to use the constant value of the propellant 

mass (10.6 kg). Both approaches gave us the same 

answer. Though, the second approach gave an answer in 

an array with the first cell as 63.01s and the rest zeros. 

Chamber Pressure 

From physics, pressure is defined as the product of 

force and area as given in (9). Here, we introduce the 

pseudo-numerical approach to determine this pressure 

for chamber: 

 

( )
1

 = Thrust
c b
P A

−

×  (9) 

 

where, the thrust is obtained from the test and Ab is 

assumed to be equivalent to the total surface area of a 

hollow cylinder deduced as given in Fig. 5. 

Using the experimental values of the force (f2) and 

the total surface of the hallow grain propellant depleting 

modeled as given in (10). We assume that the rate of 

exponential decay in (10) is same as that in (8) hence, we 

can write: 

 

( ){ } ( )

( )

2 2
2 2 2

0.6295

b p p p p p pA r l R l R r e

e

ζδ

ζδ

π π π π
−

−

= + + −

=

 (10)  

 

where, r is the internal radius, R is the external radius, l 

is the length of the cylindrical shapes propellant grain as 

depicted in Fig. 6: 

 

R = 0.0625 

R = 0.035 

l = 1 

Area_cc_1 = 2*pi*r*l + 2*pi*R*l + 2*((pi*R^2)-

(pi*r^2)) 

tb = linspace(0,9.29,1159) 

alpha = linspace(0,1,1159) 

zeta = 3 

dec = Area_cc_1*exp(-zeta*alpha) 

dec_a = dec' 

plot(tb,dec_a) 

grid 

 

Notice the similarity in trend between Fig. 5 and 7, 

this is expected. The difference comes only at the y-

intercepts of both graphs. We don’t expect anything 

outside what we have due the fact that one can relate that 

the total surface area of the hallow cylindrical propellant 

grain has the same dynamics as the mass of the 

propellant inside the chamber. 
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Fig. 5: Mass flowrate of propellant inside the combustion chamber of SRM 
 

 
 

Fig. 6: Hallow cylindrical propellant grain as it seats in the SRM 
 

A
b
(m
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)

 
 

Fig. 7: Simulation of depleting propellant surface area during combustion 
 

 
 (a) (b) 

 
Fig. 8: Pressure and thrust of SRM 

 

Computing SRM chamber pressure pseudo-numerically 

with (9) gave the result in Fig. 8a. A combined thrust and 

pressure in the combustion chamber is given in Fig. 8b for 

close perusal. It can be seen that both maximum thrust 

(7.28, 1,284, from Fig. 3) and pressure (6.602, 1.483×10
4
, 

from Fig. 8a) occurred at about 0.68 seconds apart (7.28-

6.60s). Typically, the trend in Fig. 8b observed to be similar 

with those in some selected independent studies (Singh, 

2013; Sieder-Katzmann et al., 2017; Fedaravičius et al., 

2015; Chankapoe et al., 2013): 

pr_1 = f2./dec_a;  

max_pre_1 = max(pr_1) 

Avg_pre_1 = mean(pr_1) 

figure(1) 

plot(tb,f2)  
 

The above MATLAB
®
 code used for generating the 

result in Fig. 7 was also used to compute the average 
chamber pressure.  

The need for comparison between the pseudo-
numerically computed SRM chamber pressure as 
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presented in this study, with literature-based exact 
solution is of utmost importance. 

Exact Solution to Chamber Pressure 

Chamber pressure of solid rocket propellant is 
governed by a nonlinear first order ordinary deferential 
equation (Cantwell, 2010), given as: 
 

( )2

2 2

1
0

n
t

t t

dP
P P

dt
β

τ

 
+ − = 
 

 (11) 

 

where, the characteristic time is: 

 

( )

( )

1

2 1

1 2

2

1

2
,

t

V
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γ

γγ

τ

γ

+

−

∗

+ 
 

  =  
 

 (12) 

 

The SRM has the character of a Helmholtz resonator 

and the inverse of (12) is the natural ‘Coke 

Bottle’ frequency of the rocket motor. The constant 

in the nonlinear term of (11) is: 

 

( )
2

1

p g b t

p

K A RT

T T V

ρ ρ
β

 −   =   −   

 (13) 

 

where: 

ρp = Solid propellant density 

ρg = Gas density 

V = The chamber volume 

Ab = Area of burning surface 

T1 = imperial detonation temperature 

Tp = Propellant temperature 

K = Imperial constant for a given propellant 

Tt2 = Chamber designated temperature 

R = Idea gas constant 

A
* 

= Throat area 

n = Imperial exponent, approximately independent of 

temperature 

 

Let’s determine the exact integral of this equation and 

compare the behavior of the system with the linearized 

solution for both n<1 and n>1. It can be shown that the 

steady state solution to (11) which the time derivative 

term is zero is: 

 

( )
1

1
2

n
t
P τβ −=  (14) 

 

Let: 

 

2

2

t

t

P
H

P

=   (15) 

0
t t

η
τ

−

=  (16)  

 
Inserting (15) and (16) in (11) we get: 

 

n
dH

H H
dη

= −  (17) 

 
Rearranging (17) we get: 

 

n

dH
d

H H
η=

−

 (18) 

 
Integrating (18) gives: 

 

( )
1

1

1

0

1

1

n

n

n

H
e

H

η

−

− −

−

−

=

−

 (19) 

 

where, H0 is the initial value of 
2 2t t

P P and the initial 

value of η is taken to be zero. Now solving for H we get: 
 

( ) ( )( )
1

11 1

0
1 1

nn n

H H e
η− −− −

= − −  (20) 

 
Several cases of the solution of (20) are shown in 

Fig. 9. The exact solution shows that if n>1 there is no 

actual steady state, the chamber pressure either decays 

to zero or blows up. If n<1 then the chamber pressure 

will return to the steady state value even in the face of a 

large deviation away from steady state. 

Comparing Fig. 8a with Fig. 9, the pseudo-numerical 

SRM pressure at the initial stage of the motor operation is 

a combination of the exact solution for which n = 1.2 i.e., 

n>1. Hence, the pressure kept rising for t0 = 0s to t = 

6.62s. At t = 6.62s, the SRM pseudo-numerical pressure 

began to decay (n>1) until it got to zero at the end of the 

burn time. For us, since the SRM did not explode or show 

any physical sign of damage beyond re-use, the pseudo-

numerical pressure could be associated with an n value 

greater than 1 but less than 1.2. The maximum pseudo-

numeric pressure deduced is of important, as it will guide 

in future light-weight material selection for combustion 

chamber design. Table 2 below gives all the performance 

characteristics of the SRM considered in this study. 

Just like the maximum pressure, the maximum thrust 

informs of the possible yield point stress of the material 

that should be chosen for the combustion chamber. 

Base on the characteristics of the SRM depicted in 

Table 2, the motor tested in this study is designated 

Pro130 6552CSTP M705-3. The major reason for the 3 

seconds delay associated with the motor stems from the 

fact that the final mass (no propellant) of the rocket is 

heavy. We will not want a situation where the rocket 

with Pro130 6552CSTP M705-3 to start descending 

before parachute eject takes place.  
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Fig. 9: Exact solution to SRM pressure 

 
Table 2: Parameters of the SRM tested  

S/N  Parameters  Values 

1 Propellant mas, mp (kg)  10.6 

2 Propellant residue mass, mpr 0.533 

3 Burn time, tb (s)  9.29 

4 Max. Thrust (N)  1.28×103 

5 Total Impulse (Ns)  6.552.6×103 

6 Specific Impulse (s)  63.01 

7 Avg. Thrust (N)  705.34 

8 Max. Chamber pressure (Nm−2) 14×103 

9 Average Chamber pressure (Nm−2) 5.5×103 

10 Chamber Diameter (m) 0.125 

11 Throat diameter (m) 0.025 

12 Nozzle exit diameter (m) 0.09 

13 Propellant Grain Area (m2) 0.629 

14 Propellant web thickness (m) 0.0275 

15 Propellant Grain length (m)  1 

 

Conclusion 

To characterize a SRM, it was tested on a static test 

rig. Thrust with time values obtained from the test were 

imported into MATLAB
®
 for analysis and computations. 

Pressure of the SRM chamber was obtained in relation 

with the experimental thrust values multiplied by the 

reciprocal of the propellant grain area. After defining the 

mass flow rate inside the combustion chamber in a novel 

mathematical model, the propellant grain area was also 

modelled as a hollow cylinder taking a cue from the 

novel propellant mass model. These novel methods of 

accounting for the propellant mass and grain area 

dynamics in the combustion chamber, in combination 

with experimental thrust values used empirically to 

deduce chamber pressure, necessitated the coining of the 

phrase pseudo-numerical. Thus, specific impulse and 

chamber pressure of the SRM were computed using the 

pseudo-numerical approach. 

Future Work 

There is the need to estimate the temperature of the 
combustion chamber of the SRM using the pseudo-
numerical approach. This will also help in material 
selection for the combustion chamber. Experimental 
values for pressure in the combustion chamber should 
also be used to compare with the pseudo-numerical 
approach suggested here. 
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